


WHY WINNER’S CHOICE?
Most of us know, all string makers start from the same place. We 
all use the same materials. Winner’s Choice Custom Bowstrings 
developed our own special way of making strings. Our special 
recipe brings you the strength, durability, and dependability you 
need. Winner’s don’t settle. Demand the Winner’s Choice.

WEATHERLOCKTM
 

TECHNOLOGY
WeatherLockTM treatment on 
every string. Minimizes string 
wear and fuzziness. Protects 
against heat and moisture. 
This is the ultimate treatment 
for your new strings.

NO PEEP ROTATION 
Winner’s Choice has developed 
a unique string-making process.  
We build our strings with more 
pre-stretch than any other 
process on the market. 
No creep. No peep rotation.

ULTIMATE STRING LOOP
Available in a variety of colors 
to match your custom strings. 
The Ultimate String Loop 
eliminates serving wear and 
string twist. Available in 1.8 mm 
or 2.0 mm diameters.

STRING PERFORMANCE 
GuARANTEE
We build a better bow string. 
We guarantee our strings against 
premature serving separation, 
peep rotation, and string creep.

DRESS UP YOUR CUSTOM STRINGSDRESS UP YOUR CUSTOM STRINGS

Protect your Winner’s 
Choice Custom Strings 
Cobalt Ice includes the same WeatherLock(TM) 
Technology we apply at the factory. Frequent 
application of Cobalt Ice keeps your strings and 
cables performing like new. Ultimate protection 
delivers ultimate performance.

NITRO XL BUTTONS
Bigger is almost always better. These 
are the perfect string accessories. Add 
speed, lose unwanted noise and vibration 
from your bow. Inexpensive and easy 
to install, the Nitro Button XL’s add 19 
grains each and come two per package.

NITRO BALLS
Nitro Balls can add a bit more speed 
while eliminating nock pinch, noise, and 
vibrations. Add a bit of style and function 
to the bow with a wide selection of 
colors. Inexpensive and easy to install, 
Nitro Balls add about 2.2 grains each.

ULTIMATE STRING LOOP
Available in a variety of colors to match your custom 
strings. The Ultimate String Loop eliminates serving 
wear and string twist. Available in 1.8 mm or 2.0 mm 
diameters for both target and hunting bow applications.

STRING AND CABLE WAX



THE OUTDOOR GROUP
1325 JOHN STREET, WEST HENRIETTA, NY 14586

PHONE 1-877-503-5483

WWW.WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM 

The Outdoor Group, LLC is not liable for any personal injury, death, or property damage that may result from your use of this product.  The user of this product assumes all risks of property damage 
or injury to yourself and others that may arise from its use.  Use of this product binds the user to this agreement. 


